VISUAL BOARDS

Digital boards ensure efficient building projects with a clear overview.

Planning a building project is time-consuming work with many pitfalls, but by using
Visual Boards you can work more efficiently and create a clear overview of the
project. As the visual presentation is based on a combination of VDC and ICE
methodology, it becomes much easier to plan and design projects with greater
precision right from the start.

Replace Post-it notes with digital spaces
Visual Boards is a digital tool that can be used in different
project phases, from planning to tender procedures and
implementation. The work can be made easier and more
efficient already from the project start, as the visual
presentation makes it easy to plan and design the project
process. Replace handwritten Post-it notes with digital
ones that can easily be moved between days, disciplines
and participants with an easy drag-and-drop function.
With Visual Boards, project participants can also easily
answer questions and plan the continued development of
the project – in one and the same place.
Efficient meetings – reduce meeting time with Visual
Boards
With a quick glance at Visual Boards you will be well
prepared for project meetings. You also don’t have to
handle extra minutes from meetings if you use digital
spaces. The result is shorter meetings with time for good
and goal-oriented discussions. With the help of Visual
Boards, challenges and ambiguities can easily be
identified and remedied early in the project, which in turn
facilitates communication and cooperation during the
course of the project.

With Visual Boards you get:
• A tool in which all project
participants can see the status
of the project
• More efficient meetings in
which everyone is involved
and participates
• Greater flexibility as you are
no longer tied to a particular
meeting room
• Chance for meeting
participants to prepare and
send in their questions in
advance
• A visual overview of
questions that are difficult to
solve and therefore require
further work
• Minutes from meetings are
always available and up to
date
• More enjoyable meetings
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VISUAL BOARDS
Now with Deliveries and Progress
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Question-and-Answer
Boards is a tool that
makes it easier to
manage questions and
answers that arise in a
project. Different
disciplines can send
questions to each other
via digital Post-it notes
giving all the
participants a clear
overview of which
questions are current at
different points in time.

With Visual Boards, all
project members get a
good overview of project
deliveries as the
suppliers themselves
can register their
deliveries. Files can be
attached and project
members can add
comments to the
deliveries.
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When you work with
Visual Boards you can
easily create overall
project milestones and
add important interim
goals. Visual status
indicators provide an
overview of deliveries,
any questions and how
the project is
progressing. The weekly
view contains a status
bar that shows the
planned completion
posts for a selected
period.

Now all project members can have access to a completely
digital overview – invest in Visual Boards now!
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